From the President's Desk...

This is a very full issue of the newsletter. I want to draw your attention to the report from Steve Fowler and Nancy Piotrowski, who represented Division 28 at the American Psychological Society-sponsored summit of scientific societies in Santa Barbara in May. Substance abuse issues were clearly highlighted at this meeting given the fact that Alan Leshner, Director of NIDA, was a keynote speaker. We were especially pleased at the travel support for Steve and Nancy provided by APS. The two of them will continue to serve as the Division's liaisons to this effort as the fruits of this intensive brainstorming session continue to ripen.

Another major item in this issue is a complete schedule of events sponsored or co-sponsored by Division 28 at the convention in San Francisco. Nancy Piotrowski has worked especially closely with the Program Chair for Division 50, Kim Fromme, and the two of them have done a terrific job of working with the miniconvention initiative sponsored by National Institute on Alcohol and Alcoholism. A couple of special social events will be a part of that program, including a reception to honor Enoch Gordis, Director of NIAAA on Sunday, August 16. We will as usual sponsor the Division 28 hospitality suite at the Division 28 headquarters hotel, this time on Friday and Saturday evenings, August 14 and 15.

Solvay Award presentation: As announced in the Spring newsletter, Marian Fischman of Columbia University is this year's winner of the Division 28 Solvay award for Outstanding Basic Research on Affective Disorders. Dr. Fischman was honored for her career contributions but particularly for her research program on the potential use of antidepressant medications to treat cocaine abuse. Due to a scheduling conflict, she will not be able to attend the APA convention this year at which the award would be presented. As part of our recently initiated partnership arrangement with the Behavioral Pharmacology Society (BPS), Berend Olivier of Solvay Pharmaceuticals presented this prestigious award to Marian at BPS's May meeting in Philadelphia. I was pleased to represent the Division at this ceremony and to hear Dr. Fischman's Solvay Award address. We look forward to Marian's presenting a Solvay Award address at the 1999 APA convention in Boston.

Interdivisional Grant Bid Successful: The Committee on Division/APA Relations (CODAPAR) began a 3-year trial grant project to promote collaborative efforts between divisions. The first deadline for successful proposal for funding to support writing a petition to CRSPP for a proficiency in psychopharmacology.

The Board of Directors approved this proposal and the project should be completed in the coming year. The project coordinator will be Marlyne Kilbey. Frank Holloway as Chair of the Committee on Credentials in Psychopharmacology will represent Division 28. The divisions and individual representatives collaborating in this effort will be Jack Wiggins for Division 31, Morgan Sammons for 42, and Rudy Vuchinich for 50.

Election Results: The ballots from the recent election have been counted and Marilyn Carroll of the University of Minnesota will be the new President-Elect of Division 28. The new Member-at-Large will be Chris-Ellyn Johansen of Wayne State University. Congratulations to both of them. Special thanks to Carolyn Mazure of Yale University and Cora Lee Wetherington of the National Institute on Drug Cont. pg 2
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Abuse for their willingness to be nominated and to serve if elected.

New Division 28 Electronic Bulletin Board: Ron Wood, our Electronic Information Officer, has succeeded in arranging a new system for the Division 28 List. The original bulletin board has been a place for lively exchange with non-APA members on issues of drug abuse research, treatment, and national drug policy. However, the intensity of that discussion and the high volume of mail that some issues generated began to overshadow the usefulness of the list for routine announcements and information exchange for the Division. APA members and also those who have been accepted as affiliate members of Division 28 now have the option of using either a "members only" list or a "super" list. Messages posted only on the members only list will not be circulated to the "super" list: and vice versa. However, should a member want to participate in the interest of Division 28 members. Ten U. have been Division 28 Hope to see to the annual 10 years of receiving the doctorate to these fellowships, which are sponsored by the Burroughs Wellcome Fund and may be particularly pertinent to the interests of Division 28 members. Ten U. S. and Canadian scientists will be awarded $150,000 fellowships, which includes a $35,000 annual stipend, travel money, and a relocation allowance, as well as funding for research expenses. The fellowships are for 3 years: the first 2 for training in basic biomedical or clinical research in the United Kingdom or Ireland, and the third in the US. or Canada. For more information, go to the website at http://www.bwfund.org/brochure/.

1998 Hitchings-Elion Fellowships: I want to draw the attention of members who have Ph.D. students finishing up and of members who are within 10 years of receiving the doctorate to these fellowships, which are sponsored by the Burroughs Wellcome Fund and may be particularly pertinent to the interests of Division 28 members. Ten U. S. and Canadian scientists will be awarded $150,000 fellowships, which includes a $35,000 annual stipend, travel money, and a relocation allowance, as well as funding for research expenses. The fellowships are for 3 years: the first 2 for training in basic biomedical or clinical research in the United Kingdom or Ireland, and the third in the US. or Canada. For more information, go to the website at http://www.bwfund.org/brochure/.

Hope to see you in San Francisco!
DIVISION 28 PROGRAM, 1998 APA CONVENTION

A Note From The Program Chair

This announcement provides the content and time of oral presentations scheduled for the Division 28 program of the 1998 APA Convention in San Francisco. Please note, following the description of our divisional program, there is also a listing of programming sponsored by other divisions, which may be of interest to the Division 28 membership. This includes selected programs where we are a co-listed sponsor. As updates to that information are available, they will be posted and I will notify the membership via our electronic mailing list.

Additionally, I would like to call your attention to our participation in an NIAAA Miniconvention. Division 28 is co-sponsoring this miniconvention with Divisions 50, 22, and 13. Miniconvention information is featured on webpages by the APA Science Directorate (http://www.apa.org/science/div28.html and http://www.apa.org/science/pharm.html) and also by NIAAA (http://silk.nih.gov/silk/niaaal/conference/conference.htm).

As you review this information, I think you will agree that we have a very exciting program planned. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have about the convention. In the meantime, I will look forward to seeing you in San Francisco!

-Nancy A. Piotrowski, Ph.D.
(npiotrowski@arg.org)

August 14th, Friday

9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Invited Address: Young Pharmacologist of the Year
Chair: William L. Woolverton
Presenter: Thomas E. Eissenberg, “LAAM and Methadone: Relative Potency and Acute Physical Dependence in Humans”

10:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Symposium: Expectancies: A Cognitive Science Approach to Alcohol and Drug Use
Chair: David Shurtleff
Presenters:
Jennifer Rusted, “Role of Expectancies in Drug-Induced Changes in Lexical Processing”
M. Marlyne Kilbey, “Drug Outcome Expectancy Prediction of Use, Abuse, and Dependency”
Adam Jaffe, “Drug Outcome Expectancies and Coping Skills Therapy for Cocaine Abusers”
Discussant: Mark Goldman, “Expectancies: What Have we Learned? What do we Need to Know?”

12:00-12:50 p.m.
Paper Session: Division 28, New Fellows Address
Chair: John Grabowski
Presenters:
James P. Zacny, “Behavioral Studies of Abuse Liability of Nitrous Oxide, or Laughing Gas, in Humans”
Steven I. Dworkin, “Nicotine and Caffeine Self-Administration: The Importance of Context and History”

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
Symposium: Behavioral-Economic Perspectives on the Treatment of Drug and Alcohol Dependence
Chair and Discussant: Warren K. Bickel
Presenters:
Marilyn E. Carroll, “Using Behavioral Economics to Prevent and Reduce Drug Abuse”
Rudy E. Vuchinich, “Temporal Discounting and Drinking in the Laboratory and Natural Environments”
Gregory J. Madden, “Economic Factors Affecting the Use of Nicotine Replacement Products”

2:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
Symposium: Combining Psychopharmacological and Psychosocial Treatments with Special Populations
Chair: Kathleen McNamara
Presenters:
Jane Fisher, “Advances in the Treatment of Dementia-Related Problems”
Elaine Oraona, “Combined Psychopharmacological and Psychosocial Treatments in Perimenopausal Depressed Women”
George DoPaul, “Combined Psychopharmacological and Psychosocial Treatments in ADHD”
James Dilley, “Combined Psychopharmacological and Psychosocial Treatments in HIV-Positive Patients”

3:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Paper Session: Division 28, New Fellows Address
Chair: Stephen C. Fowler
Presenters:
William O. Faustmann, “Recent Work on Schizophrenia: Neuropharmacology, Brain Morphology, and Clinical Psychopharmacology”
Linda A. Parker, “Rewarding Drugs Produce Taste Avoidance, but Not Taste Aversion”
Division 28 Program, 1998 APA Convention, cont.

NOTE: No programming was scheduled after 4 p.m. on Friday, August 14th so that members could attend the APA Presidential Address and also the "Focus on Science" poster sessions sponsored by the APA Science Directorate. Please be aware that refreshments will be served at the extended poster session.

August 15th - Saturday

9:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.

Focus on Science Extended Poster Session: Psychopharmacology and Substance Use

All Division 28 posters will be displayed during this poster session. Posters will be manned for one-hour each. All poster titles and authors are displayed on the APA Science Directorate webpage.

9:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.

Symposium: "Statistical Innovations in Alcohol and Drug Abuse Research"
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Presenters:
Kevin L. Delucchi, "Methods for Exploring Data: Classification and Regression Trees"
William Lapp, "Chaotic Trends in Substance Abuse: Aperiodic Patterns Within a Fractal Space"
James S. Roberts, "Item Response Theory Models for Unfolding Graded Disagree-Agree Responses"
Discussant and Invited Address: Geoff Loftus, "The Practice of Hypothesis Testing is Hazardous to Psychology’s Health"

11:00 a.m. - 12:50 p.m.

Symposium: "HIV/AIDS in Drug Users: Update on Prevention and Treatment"
Chair: James L. Sorensen
Presenters:
Don C. Des Jarlais, "A Drug-Use Associated Epidemic: Update on AIDS Epidemiology and Prevention"
Isaac Montoya, "Update on Outreach Strategies for Latino Drug Users"
Wendee Wechsberg, "Facilitating Empowerment for Women Substance Abusers at Risk for HIV"
David Metzger, "Drug Abuse Treatment as AIDS Prevention"
James L. Sorensen, "Case Management and Other Comprehensive Service Approaches"
Discussant: M. Douglas Anglin

1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.

Symposium: "Compliance and Treatment Outcomes: Considerations for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment"
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Presenters:
Stephanie S. O’Malley, "Compliance and Naltrexone Treatment of Alcoholism"
Tamara L. Wall, "Adherence to Zidovudine (AZT) Among Patients in a Methadone Maintenance Program"
Jacqueline Tusksy, M. Chesney, M. Robertson, H. Long, E. Charlebois, D. Chambers, D. Bangsberg, and A. Moss, "Effects of Substance Abuse Mitigated by TB Adherence Interventions"
Discussant and Invited Address: A. Thomas McLellan, "Compliance in Substance Abuse Treatment: Different from Other Compliance Problems?"

3:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

Division 28 Business Meeting, All Members Invited
Chair: Nancy A. Ator

4:00 p.m. - 4:50 p.m.

Presidential Address: Division 28
Chair: Stephen Higgins
Presenter: Nancy Ator, "Drug Discrimination Analysis: How Can It Inform Substance Abuse Research?"

5:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

Social Hour: Division 28 and Division 50 Social Hour

August 16th - Sunday

9:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

Paper Session: "Driving While Under the Influence: An Approach to Environmental Prevention"
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Presenter: Jack Dresser, "Comparing Statewide Alcohol Server Training Systems"

continued on page 5
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August 16th Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.
Symposium: “Contingent Reinforcement Therapies in Drug Abuse: Novel Applications”
Chairs: Maxine L. Stitzer and Stephen T. Higgins
Presenters:
Leslie Amass, “Using Fee Rebates to Increase Abstinence and Counseling Attendance Averages Amongst Substance Abusers”
Karina Gruber, “Contingency Based Community Reinforcement Therapy (CCRT) for Opiate and Cocaine Abusers”
Jesse B. Milby, “Abstinent-Contingent Housing Improves Abstinence Outcomes for Homeless Cocaine Abusers”
Kenneth Silverman, “Reinforcement-Based Therapeutic Workplace for Drug Abusers”
Discussants: Steven T. Higgins and Maxine L. Stitzer

12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.
Symposium “ADHD and Alcohol and Drug Abuse: Assessment and Treatment”
Chair: Thomas E. Brown
Presenters:
Thomas E. Brown, “Assessment/Treatment of AD/HD in Adult Substance Abusers”
Diane E. Johnson, “Clinical Characteristics of Adults With Alcoholism and AD/HD”
L. Randolph Waid, “Differential Diagnosis of Substance Abuse and AD/HD”
Steven L. Schandler, Whitney V. Leach, Isabel Nunez, Gary Hayden, Tara L. Arriaga, and Michael J. Cohen, “Attention Deficit Disorder in Adult Children of Alcoholics”
Discussant: Donald M. Quinlan

1:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.
Paper Session: A Focus on Assessment in Substance Abusing Populations
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Presenters:
Michael J. Palij, Andrew Rosenblum, and Stephen Magura, “Evaluating Readiness to Change Cocaine Use in Methadone Maintenance Patients”
David A. Wasserman, Christopher A. Duva, and Meryle G. Weinstein, “Evaluation of the BDI-II With Opioid Maintenance Patients”
Lesley M. Tettelbaum, Kate B. Carey, “Reliability of Self-Report Alcohol Assessment in a Psychiatric Setting”

2:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.
Invited Address: The Levitt Awardee of the Year
Chair: William L. Woolverton
Presenter:

3:00 p.m. - 4:50 p.m.
Symposium: “Alcohol, Drugs, and the Brain: Recent findings From Brain Imaging”
Chair: Steven L. Schandler
Presenters:
Edith V. Sullivan, “Structural Brain Imaging in Alcoholism”
Steven L. Schandler, “Functional Brain Imaging of Adult Children of Alcoholics”
Kate M. Bell, “PET and SPECT Studies in Cocaine Dependence”
Discussant: Michael J. Cohen

No programming was scheduled after 5 p.m. so as to not conflict with a special address given by Enoch Gordis, as well as a reception following the address (see below).

Co-listed Programming of Interest to Division 28 Members
For specific location information, please contact the program chairs of the Divisions sponsoring these events or see your 1998 APA Convention Program Guide when you get to the convention.
Division 3 “Dr. Lynn C. Robertson, Program Chair” <lrobertson@UCDAVIS.EDU>
Division 6 “Dr. Andrew Wolfe, Program Chair” <awolfe@search.bwh.harvard.edu>
Division 7 <jkuper@email.unc.edu>
Division 10 “Dr. Louis Sass, Program Chair” <lsass@rci.rutgers.edu>
Division 13 “Dr. Stewart Cooper, Program Chair” <Stewart.Cooper@valpo.edu>
Division 22 “Dr. Dawn Ehde, Program Chair” <ehde@u.washington.edu>
Division 25 “Dr. Raymond Pitts, Program Chair” <pitts@uncwil.edu>
Division 37 “Dr. Bonnie J. Leadbeater, Program Chair” <bleadbea@uvic.ca>
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Division 42 “Dr. Judith Steward, Program Chair” <judithstew@com>
Division 50 “Dr. Kim Fromme, Program Chair” <fromme@mail.utexas.edu>

Friday, August 14th

9:00 a.m. -10:50 a.m.
Division 5 Symposium

Division 25 Invited Address

10:00 a.m. -11:50 a.m.
Division 25 Symposium: Steven C. Hayes, Carol A. Pilgrim, William McIlvane, Michael Dougher, “Current Research in Stimulus Equivalence”

1:00 p.m. -1:50 p.m.
Division 25 Invited Address

2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.
Division 25 Master Lecture Series: Charles Catania, Experimental Analysis of Behavior

4:00 p.m. - 4:50 p.m.
Division 25 Symposium
“Functional Analysis and Treatment of Severe Behavior Disorders”
Chair: Brian A Iwata
Participants: Richard G. Smith, Jennifer R. Zarcone, Timothy R. Vollmer, Dorothea C. Lerman
Discussant: Wayne W. Fisher

Saturday, August 15th

11 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Division 7 Symposium: “New Methods for Measuring Developmental Changes in Latent Constructs”
Chair: Karen McCollam

1 p.m. - 2:50 pm
Division 50 Symposium: “Substance Use Consequences in Adolescence and Young Adulthood: Multiple Perspectives”
Chairs: Thomas Wills and James Sandy
Discussant: Michael Newcomb
Presenters:
Laurie Chassin, Steven Pitts, & Christian DeLucia “The Relation Between Adolescent Substance Use and Young Adult Psychopathology”
Gregory Smith, Denis McCarthy, Larry Kroll, & Terri Miller, “Expectancies and Differential Prediction of Alcohol Use and Alcohol Consequences”
Thomas Wills, James Sandy, Ori Shinar, & Julie Bem, “Novelty Seeking and Self-Control Predict Adolescent Substance Use Consequences”

3:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.
Division 50 Presidential Address
Presenter: Robert Zucker, “Alcohol and Drug Use Disorders: A National Agenda for Focused Change”

Division 25 Paper Session: “Current Research in Behavioral Pharmacology”
Participants: Marc N. Brach, David W. Schaal, and Amy L. Odum

Sunday, August 16th

9:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
Division 50 Poster Session: “Eating Disorders and the Treatment of Drug Abuse”

9:00 a.m. -10:50 a.m.
Divisions 3 and 6 Symposium: “Ingestive Behavior”
Presenters:
Bart Hoebel, “Brain Mechanisms Underlying the Reinforcement of Eating and Drug Abuse”
Linda Bartoshuk, “Born to Burn: Genetic Variations in the Sense of Taste”
Thomas Scott, “Sensory Control of Feeding”
Linda Parker, “Conditioned Rejection as Rat Model of Nausea”

Continued on page 7
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10 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.
Division 25 Symposium: “Functions of Variability”
Participants: Allen Neuringer, Robert S. Siegler, Edison del Manoel, Kevin Connolly, Armando Machado, Patricia D. Stokes
Ward Edwards, “Decision Prostheses for Psychotics”

5:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
NIAAA Miniconvention Event
Division 50 Invited Address and Award: Enoch Gordis
“Alcohol Research: Achievements and Promise in Behavioral Science”

11:00 a.m. - 12:50 p.m.
Division 21 Symposium: “HIV, Cognition, and Performance”
Chair: James Becker
Divisions 3 and 6 Symposium: “Decision Making and Choice”
Barbara Mellers, “Emotion reactions to risky decisions”
John Miyamoto, “Health Utility Analysis and the Psychophysics of Preference”

6:00 p.m. - 6:50 p.m.
NIAAA Miniconvention Event
Social Hour: Division 50 and 28, Reception for Dr. Enoch Gordis

Others Co-Listed (time and date TBA)

Presentations sponsored by the Committee on Animal Research and Ethics (CARE): Linking Research on Humans and Other Animals
Paul Gold, “Cognitive Enhancers in Rats, Mice, and Humans”
Robert Cook and Philip Kellman, “The Comparative Psychology of Visual Cognition in Humans and Pigeons”

Division 10 Programming
Substance Abuse Treatment Strategies in the Popular Music Industry
Chair: Susan Raeburn
Presenters:
Susan Raeburn, “Psychotherapy of a Rock Musician”
Louis D. Cox, “Prevention and Treatment Strategies for Substance Abuse in the Band”
Discussant: Eric Maisel

Division 37 Programming
“School-Based and Family-Based Violence and Substance Abuse Prevention”
Sarah Avery-Leaf, Kenneth Griffin, Bridget Ahrens, and Aaron Hogue
“Psychology’s Ongoing Contribution to the Tobacco Settlement”
Richard Katz, Leonard Jason, Herbert Severson, Jean Kriskeller, Connie Pechmann, and Geoff Mumford
“Community Coalitions for Prevention: Individual and Systems Changes”
Abe Wandersman, Shakeh Kafftarian, Pamela Imm, and Paul Florin
“Culture and Context in HIV Prevention: A System Approach”
Gary Harper, LaVonne Robinson, Blanca Ortiz-Torres, Keisha Paxton, Margaret Dolcini, Ana Mari Cauce
Roundtable Discussion on Methodological Issues and Strategies for Conducting Research with Special Populations (e.g., ethnic minorities, homeless, gay/lesbian/bisexual)

Division 42 Programming
“Depression, Obsession, Compulsions, Anxiety and Panic: Broad Spectrum Pharmacological Agents”

Continuing Education Workshop - Saturday, August 15th
“Smoking Cessation: Effective Treatment Strategies for Psychologists”
Organized by: Maxine Stitzer, Marlyne Kilbey, and Dorothy Hatsukami
Miniconvention on Alcohol and Addiction Research

APA Divisions 50 (Addictive Behaviors) and 28 (Substance Abuse and Psychopharmacology), in cooperation with other APA divisions and with the assistance of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) of the National Institutes of Health, are sponsoring a miniconvention at this year’s APA convention in San Francisco. The miniconvention, titled “Alcohol and Addiction Research: Achievements and Promise in Behavioral Science,” will highlight alcohol (and other drug-related) research, prevention, and treatment activity, and will call attention to the potential of the Institute as a sponsor of new work in a number of areas. Programming will provide a way of highlighting how alcohol and other drug use connects with a wide variety of behavioral research realms of interest to APA members (e.g. basic research, prevention, neuroscience, the integration of behavioral and pharmacological treatment methods, epidemiology, managed care, etc.). Experts from across the field will participate as faculty, and NIAAA Director Enoch Gordis, M.D. will also speak. APA will present Dr. Gordis with a National Recognition Award for Contributions to Behavioral Science Research.

For more information on the miniconvention, please visit NIAAA on the World Wide Web at http://www.niaaa.nih.gov. For specific questions, contact the Division program chairs, Kim Fromme, Ph.D. (Division 50, 512-471-0039, fromme@psy.utexas.edu) or Nancy Piotrowski, Ph.D., (Division 28, 510-642-5208, npiotrowski@arg.org). For NIAAA information, please contact Geoffrey Laredo, 301-43-6371, glaredo@willco.niaaa.nih.gov).

“Alcohol and Addiction Research: Achievements and Promise in Behavioral Science”

August 14th, Friday
10 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Symposium: Expectancies: A Cognitive Science Approach to Alcohol and Drug Use
Chair: David Shurtleff
Presenters:
Jennifer Rusted, “Role of Expectancies in Drug-Induced Changes in Lexical Processing”
M. Marlyne Kilbey, “Drug Outcome Expectancy Prediction of Use, Abuse, and Dependency”
Adam Jaffe, “Drug Outcome Expectancies and Coping Skills Therapy for Cocaine Abusers”
Discussant: Mark Goldman, “Expectancies: What Have we Learned? What do we Need to Know?”

1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Symposium: Behavioral- Economic Perspectives on the Treatment of Alcohol and Drug Dependence,
Chair and Discussant: Warren K. Bickel
Presenters:
Marilyn E. Carroll, “Using Behavioral Economics to Prevent and Reduce Drug Abuse”
Rudy E. Vuchinich, “Temporal Discounting and Drinking in the Laboratory and Natural Environments”
Gregory J. Madden, “Economic Factors Affecting the Use of Nicotine Replacement Products”
Steven R. Hursh, “A Behavioral Economic Analysis of Voucher Reinforcement of Drug Abstinence”

August 15th, Saturday
8 a.m.-12 p.m. Division 28, “Focus on Science,” Poster Session

8 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
Symposium: Statistical Innovations in Alcohol and Drug Abuse Research
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Presenters:
Kevin L. Delucchi, “Methods for Exploring Data: Classification and Regression Trees”
William Lapp, “Chaotic Trends in Substance Abuse: Aperiodic Patterns Within a R=Fractal Space”
James Roberts, “Item Response Theory Models for Unfolding Graded Disagree-Agree Responses”
Discussant and Invited Address: Geoff Loftus, “The Practice of Hypothesis Testing is Hazardous to Psychology’s Health”

11 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
New Fellows Address, Division 13: “Decreasing Campus Alcohol and Drug Problems Through Initiator-Catalyst Consultation Methods”
Presenter: Stewart Cooper

12 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Paper Session: Readiness to Change and Motivational Interviewing Alcohol Use and Traumatic Injury,
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Participants:
Matthew G. Hiles and Rita E. Atkins, “Readiness to Change Questionnaire Scoring: A Rose by any Other Name”
Charles H. Bombordier and Carl T. Rimmele, “Alcohol Use and Readiness to Change After Spinal Chord Injury”
Carl T. Rimmele and Charles H. Bombordier, “Motivational Interviewing to Prevent Alcohol Abuse After Traumatic Brain Injury”
Discussant: Carlo DiClemente

Continued on page 9

August 15th, Saturday, Cont.
1 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.

Symposium: Compliance and Treatment Outcomes: Considerations for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment,
Presenters:
Stephanie S. O'Malley, “Compliance and Naltrexone Treatment of Alcoholism”
Tamara L. Wall, “Adherence Interventions to Zidovudine (AZT) Among Patients in a Methadone Maintenance Program.”
Jacqueline Tulsly, M. Chesney, M. Robertson, H. Long, E. Charlebois, D. Chambers, D. Bangsberg, and A. Moss, “Effects of Substance Abuse Mitigated by TB Adherence Interventions”
Discussant and Invited Address: Thomas McLellan, “Compliance in Substance Abuse Treatment: Different From Other Compliance Problems?”

1 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.

Symposium: Alcohol and Drug Use Consequences in Adolescence and Young Adulthood
Chairs: Thomas Wills and Sandy James
Discussant: Michael Newcomb
Participants:
Laurie Chassin, Steven Pitts, & Christian DeLucia “The Relation Between Adolescent Substance Use and Young Adult Psychopathology”
Gregory Smith, Dennis McCarthy, Larry Kroll, & Terri Miller, “Expectancies and Differential Prediction of Alcohol Use and Alcohol Consequences”
Thomas Wills, James Sandy, Ori Shinar, & Julie Bern, “Novelty Seeking and Self-Control Predict Adolescent Substance Use Consequences”

August 16th, Sunday

9 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
Division 50 Poster Session, “Alcohol Use and Abuse, Smoking, and Gambling”

9 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
Paper Session: Alcohol and DUI: An Approach to Environmental Prevention,
Chair: Nancy A. Piotrowski
Presenter: Jack Dresser, “Comparing Statewide Alcohol Server Training Systems”

10 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.

Symposium: Disentangling Alcohol and Drug Use From Abuse,
Chair: Eric Stice
Presenters:
Eric Stice, “Differential prediction of Onset of Alcohol Use Versus Problem Use”
M. Lynne Cooper, “Motivational Pathways to Alcohol Use and Abuse”
Stan Sadava, “Disentangling Drinking Behavior From Alcohol Problems: Structural and Theoretical Implications”
Michael Newcomb, “Influence of Adolescent Drug Use on Adult Drug Problems in Women”
Discussant: Kenneth Sher

12 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

Symposium: Attention Deficit Disorder and Alcohol and Drug Abuse,
Chair: Thomas E. Brown
Presenters:
Thomas E. Brown, “Assessment/ Treatment of AD/HD in Adult Substance Abusers”
Diane E. Johnson, “Clinical Characteristics of Adults With Alcoholism and AD/HD”
L. Randolph Waid, “Differential Diagnosis of substance Abuse and AD/HD”
Steven L. Schandler, Whitney V. Leach, Isabel Nunez, Gray Hayden, Tara L. Arriara, and Michael J. Cohen, “Attention Deficit Disorder in Adult Children of Alcoholics”
Discussant: Donald M. Quinlan

2 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.
Invited Address: Marc Shuckit, “Relationship of Genetic, Environmental, and Psychological Variables in Predicting Alcoholism”

Continued on page 10
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**August 16th, Sunday, Cont.**

3 p.m. - 4:50 p.m.
*Symposium: “Alcohol, Drugs, and the Brain: Recent Findings from Brain Imaging”*, Chair: Steven L. Shandler
Presenters:
Edith V. Sullivan, “Structural Imaging in Alcoholism”
Steven L. Shandler, “Functional Brain Imaging of Adult Children of Alcoholics”
Kate M. Bell, “PET and SPECT Studies in Cocaine Dependence”
Discussant: Michael J. Cohen

5 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
*Invited Address and Award: Enoch Gordis, “Alcohol and Addiction Research: Achievements and Promise in Behavioral Science”, Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi (Guest Speaker, Invited)*

6 p.m. - 6:50 p.m.
*Social Hour (Divisions 28 & 50; Reception for Enoch Gordis)*

**August 17th, Monday**

1 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.
*Symposium: Addictive Behaviors in Women, Ethnic Minorities, and Other Unserved Populations*, Chair: Laurie Roehrich
Presenters:
Laurie Roehrich, “Inconvenience Sampling: Creative Methods for Special Populations”
Sharon Wilsnack, “Surveying Women’s Drinking: 20 Years of Learning How”
Westley Clark, “Legal and Ethical Aspects of Substance Abuse Research”
Lisa Onken, “The NIDA Treatment Initiative: Moving ‘Special Populations’ Into Mainstream Research”
Discussants: Kenneth Sher and Richard Wilsnack

August 18th, Tuesday

8 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
*Workshop: “Treatment of Dually Diagnosed Patients Using Relapse Prevention”, Presenter: Joy Schmitz*

Symposium: “Craving and Cognition in the Addictions: Marriage, Separation, or Divorce?”
Chair: Edward G. Singleton and Jack E. Henningfield
Presenters:
David B. Newlin, “Craving for Alcohol in 42,862 subjects: A DSM-V criteria?”
Edward G. Singleton, “Craving, Coping, and Drug Use”
Steven J. Grant, “Brain Imaging of Cue-Elicited Craving with PET”
Discussant: Maxine L. Stitzer

**New Tobacco Journal Calls for Manuscripts**

The world’s first peer-reviewed journal devoted exclusively to empirical studies of nicotine and tobacco is now accepting manuscripts. After many months of negotiation and arrangements, Nicotine & Tobacco Research is ready to begin publication, according to Society for Research on nicotine and Tobacco representative Ovide F. Pomerleau.

“I am pleased to announce that Carfax Publishing Ltd. of Abingdon, Oxford, England, has entered into an agreement with the Society to publish a new scientific journal, Nicotine & Tobacco Research,” said Pomerleau, who serves as chairman of the society’s Publications Committee. Carfax is also the publisher of Addiction, a monthly journal founded in 1884 that has the highest citation impact of any scientific journal in substance abuse.

Nicotine & Tobacco Research will publish its first quarterly issue early in 1999. A second issue will incorporate papers from a conference on prevention and etiology sponsored by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation at Sundance, Utah, in May 1997. Subsequent issues will publish proceedings of SRNT meetings and conferences.
New Tobacco Journal Calls for Manuscripts Cont.

The list of associate editors for Nicotine & Tobacco Research includes seven scientists who have contributed substantially to research literature and been instrumental in helping formulate tobacco policies.

Associate editors are Naomi Breslau, Henry Ford Health Sciences Center, Detroit, Michigan; Laurie Chassin, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona; Neil Grunberg, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland; John Hughes, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont; John Pierce, University of California, San Diego, California; Lorna W. Role, Columbia University, New York, New York; Michael J. Thun, American Cancer Society, Atlanta, Georgia.

As the first peer-reviewed journal dedicated solely to empirical studies of nicotine and tobacco, the journal will address a need that has been only partially filled by other journals. Pomerleau explained, "The purpose of the journal is to provide the means by which the Society can promulgate scientific articles of high quality-empirical reports, reviews and theoretical articles, and brief communications-covering the full spectrum of research on nicotine and tobacco."

At present, no scientific journal covers such empirical research in its entirety. "Since research in this area has grown to a remarkable degree, both scientifically and in social and economy importance," Pomerleau noted, "there is a clear need for a publication that can convey integrative thinking and promote interdisciplinary communication."

Since the journal will be offered to SRNT members and will be marketed widely to the research community, medical and scientific libraries, governments, and public health organizations, "it should provide an efficient and effective vehicle for reaching the core of active researchers and policy-makers throughout the world," Pomerleau added.

Presiding over what Pomerleau referred to as "a distinguished editorial board" will be Editor-in-Chief Gary Swan of SRI International in Menlo Park, California, and David J. K. Balfour of the University of Dundee and Ninewells Hospital and Medical School in Dundee, Scotland. Swan will be corresponding editor for Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.

An advisory board representing the major population centers of the world is being recruited and assembled. They will solicit journal submissions and assist in manuscript preparation for authors who are less familiar with English.

"At long last, I am pleased to announce the formal and official creation of Nicotine & Tobacco Research," Swan stated. "While we have purposely restricted the focus of the journal to empirically based research, we encourage submissions from a wide range of disciplines and perspectives," he added.

"In recognition of the fact that the determinants of nicotine addiction and tobacco use are biological, genetic, social, behavioral, and environmental in nature, we plan to emphasize the publication of sound papers that integrate theories and methods from converging fields of study."

He cited as an example a genetic study of nicotine addiction that would include consideration of social and environmental perspectives.

"Similarly, socially or behaviorally based prevention and treatment programs that incorporate biologically based measures of susceptibility to nicotine addiction are equally desirable."

Because "the design and conduct of integrative research are demanding, the editors owe authors reviews reflecting perspectives relevant to each paper."

Inquiries and submissions should be directed to: Gary E. Swan, Ph.D., editor in chief, Nicotine & Tobacco Research, Center for Health Sciences, SRI International, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA; telephone (650) 859-5322; gswan@unix.sri.com.

Postdoctoral Fellow Position

Postdoctoral Fellow Position in neuropharmacology available April 1, 1998 to study the relationships between activation of the hypothalmo-pituitary-adrenal axis and cocaine self-administration in rats. Applicants should have a Ph.D. and a background in neuropharmacology, neuroendocrinology, behavioral pharmacology or neuroscience. Send curriculum vitae, description of research interests, reprints and the names of three references to R. N. Pechnick, Ph.D., Department of Pharmacology, LSU Medical Center, 1100 Florida Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70119-2799. AA/ADA/EOE.

Graduate School List

Division 28 is developing a list of graduate schools that provide specialized training in (1) Addictions and Substance Abuse and (2) Psychopharmacology. Once developed this list will be made available to members and others who have interest. Please indicate whether this training is in Addictions or Psychopharmacology. Also, indicate whether the program is clinical or experimental in emphasis. Please send materials regarding the programs to Warren K. Bickel, Department of Psychiatry, University of Vermont, 38 Fletcher Place, Burlington VT 04501.

Research Scientist in the Division on Substance Abuse, NYS Psychiatric Institute/Columbia University (Herbert D. Kleber, M.D., Division Chief Marian W. Fischman, Director of Research) to oversee multiple projects and supervise several staff members; to coordinate research projects evaluating treatment interventions for opioid, cocaine, and nicotine abusers with and without comorbid psychiatric disorders; to organize and monitor recruitment and enrollment, ensure accurate collection and recording of clinical data and supervise data entry and analysis. Ph.D. in Psychopharmacology, Substance Abuse Research, or Experimental Psychology, with a strong background in experimental design and statistical analyses and one year postdoc research experience. Excellent interpersonal and communication skills are essential. Must be extremely detail oriented, have a high level of computer literacy, with experience in the management of large databases. Supervisory background essential, preferably in a busy lab/office environment. Some early morning and/or evening hours. Send CV, letter of interest, and names/phone of 3 references to Frances R. Levin, M.D., Unit 66, NYSPI, 722 West 168th Street, NY, NY 10032, FAX: (212) 543-5896.
INTEGRATED HEALTHCARE:
HEALING AND PSYCHOLOGY IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM

Marie A. DiCowden, Ph.D. and Ilene A. Serlin, Ph.D.
Co-Chairs

FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 1998
1:00 - 2:50 p.m.  Psychology in Primary Care and Rehabilitation
Opening Remarks/ Dr. Martin E.P. Seligman

3:00 - 3:50 p.m.  Psychology and The Healing Arts

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1998
2:00 - 2:50 p.m.  Integrated Healthcare- A New Paradigm

3:00 - 3:50 p.m.  The Ubiquity of Dissociation: Implications for
Integrated Healthcare
Division 30, Presidential Address

SUNDAY, AUGUST 16, 1998
3:00 - 3:50 p.m.  Town Hall

Participants:
Russell Newman, Ph.D., J.D.
Marc Pilisuk, Ph.D.
Pat DeLeon, Ph.D., J.D.
Jim Johnson, M.H.A. Vice President,
Managed Care of America

SPONSORED BY:
* Integrated Health and Living Committee
* The Following Divisions:
  Psychology and the Arts (10)
  Counseling Psychology (17)
  Rehabilitation Psychology (22)
  Clinical Hypnosis (30)

* Interdivisional Health Collaborative Group

* Board of Professional Affairs

* Dr. Martin E. P. Seligman
  President, APA

For more information call (305) 932-8994 or (415) 433-9200
Continuing Education Credits Available

DIVISION 48 OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS
TO TAKE UP THE RESPONSIBILITY AND IMPROVE THEIR TOOLS
TO HELP BUILD A MORE HUMANE WORLD

Division 48, Peace Psychology, invites you, who identify with these concerns, to join the dedicated members who are involved in the
science and profession of psychology with particular concern for the prevention of violence, the peaceful and just resolution of conflicts and the
creation of a culture of peace. We are a diversified and growing organization, reaching out to colleagues and students who contribute to peace
and social justice. We welcome international perspectives and ethnic, gender and spiritual orientations to peace. The pervasiveness of violence in
today’s world makes us very much aware of the need to better understand conflict and to develop nonviolent means of conflict resolution.
These means ultimately are dedicated to promote attitudes and behaviors conducive to peace and toward the building of a culture of peace.

Our members include psychologists, students and professionals from diverse disciplines working in a variety of settings, both academic
and clinical, all over the world. Our interests in peace span a very wide range from peace in families and communities to international arenas.
Therefore, we always welcome interdisciplinary perspectives and a wide variety of approaches in the quest for peace.

To enhance networking and research, the Division publishes a Peace Psychology Journal, a scholarly work which includes articles of
research, book reviews, and information about resources and opportunities in Peace Psychology. There is also a newsletter which serves as a
peace forum for the creative expression of ideas about peace, as well as the sharing of efforts by our members and the working groups in relation
to peace.

In addition, the Division offers many hours of symposia, invited addresses, workshops, and discussions: at the annual convention. To
promote work on a broad range of peace and social justice issues, the Division has established ten task forces: Peace and Sustainable Department;
Feminism and Peace; Children, Families and War; Peace ad Education; Peace and Spirituality; Public Policy and Action; Ethnicity and Peace;
Militarism, Disarmament and Conversion; International Alliances and Ventures; and Conflict Resolution. All working groups have many
interesting ongoing projects that involve research, advocacy and change.

We invite all who are interested to join in and contribute your knowledge, your perspectives and your talents to the vitality to this
group. join us in our timely efforts for peace. For further information, please contact Steven E. “Handwerker at 4691 N. University Dr., Suite
385, Coral Springs, FL 33067; telephone: (561) 447-6700; e-mail: peacewk@laker.net
A Summit of Psychological Societies: Substance Abuse Research Is On The Agenda!

More than 150 representatives from over 90 behavioral science organizations convened at the University of California, Santa Barbara from April 29 to May 3 to discuss the future of the science, application, and communication of psychology. Represented by Steve Fowler and Nancy Piotrowski, Division 28 was among the many organizations participating. The goal of the Summit was to develop strategies, recommendations, and ideas for the field to pursue as a whole, regarding research resources and infrastructure, the grant review process, training, and technology transfer, and the public image of scientific psychology.

NIDA Director, Dr. Alan I. Leshner, served as a keynote speaker, highlighting the importance of integrating biology and behavior in psychological science. Leshner urged Summit attendees to initiate integrative research on such issues as craving, the interface between craving and compulsion, and other thought processes in drug abuse. He also encouraged the audience to take a greater role in educating the public about the scientific accomplishments of psychology over the last century, as well as the needs psychological science can address in society in the future. In addition to NIDA, other NIH institutes were represented at the Summit: NIAAA, NIMH, NCI, NHLBI, NIOSH, NICHD, and NINDS. Additionally, representatives from the Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research and NSF were in attendance.

This American Psychological Society-facilitated summit was the fifth in a series that has focused on topics such as a national behavioral science research agenda, Ph.D. program accreditation, and action plans for pursuing such initiatives. After much brainstorming and discussion, the '98 Summit attendees approved a resolution pledging to help psychologists, legislators, and society at large better understand, communicate, and use behavioral science research.

Summit co-chair, Dr. Milton Hakel, outlined nine areas that emerged from day-long breakout sessions. These included: (1) The Human Capital Initiative: The Next Generation; (2) A New Look at Giving Psychology Away; (3) Psychology + X: Interface with Other Disciplines; (4) Building Our Constituency Through Undergraduate Education; (5) Training the Next Generation of Psychological Scientists; (6) The Science of Evaluating; Reviewing Review Panels; (7) IRBs: All Checks and No Balances; (8) Reviewing Review Panels; and (9) The Santa Barbara Projects (the Summit version of the Manchester Project). Participants endorsed establishing a committee to identify groups of individuals to pursue these topics and to oversee their progress.

The discussion regarding "Human Capital Initiative (HCI): The Next Generation" focused on building from the original HCI (developed in the 1990 and 1991 summits) and possible directions for the next phase of the initiative. Suggestions were made to pursue areas from the original HCI that have not been developed, such as the dealing with the challenge of substance abuse. Division 28 was asked to play a role in this new HCI, which may involve the development of a report and a plan for how to address the core issues of the summit resolution as they pertain to research and treatment for the problems of alcohol and drug abuse. For more information on the original HCI, interested readers should consult the APS web site at http://psych.hanover.edu/APS/HCI/.

The other categories are also described on-line at http://www.hanover.edu/psyc/APS/aps.html in greater detail. Briefly, however, the following issues were related to these additional categories. For "A New Look at Giving Psychology Away" representatives suggested establishing a consortium dedicated to the communication of psychological science through training and media initiatives. "Psychology + X: Interface with Other Disciplines" addressed the issue of fostering multi-, trans-, and inter-disciplinary research, with an emphasis on decreasing structural barriers to such work and on identifying interdisciplinary models for training and research. "Building Our Constituency Through Undergraduate Education" focused on the fact that undergraduate psychology education often serves as the gateway to careers in scientific psychology, as well as a significant interface between the public and psychology. "Training the Next Generation of Psychological Scientists" emphasized the need to look at reports from past conferences on education and training, specify learning outcomes and assessment goals, and to pursue improvements (such as curriculum development, improving mathematics training for psychology majors, pre-college and public education programs) as warranted. "The Science of Evaluating" concentrated on the need to improve evaluation of psychological interventions and on the creation of guidelines for evaluating training and treatment interventions. "Reviewing Review Panels" focused on the need to generate constructive feedback regarding the integration of NIMH, NIDA, NIAAA, and, more generally, behavioral science at NIH. Issues covered included greater representation by behavioral scientists on advisory boards and review panels. "IRBs: All Checks and No Balances" focused on the impact of institutional review boards (IRBs) on psychological research. A need to improve local review processes generated interest in regularizing IRB activities more broadly. "Taking Psychology Back" focused on maintaining the strength and identity of the discipline, while committing to rigorous standards of research and evaluation.

Some of the most innovative projects were suggested under the rubric of "The Santa Barbara Projects." These endeavors were thought of as large-scale initiatives that will deal with important infrastructure issues relevant to advancing psychology as a science. Possibilities were numerous and included: establishing a council of behavioral and social science advisors to consult with legislators on contemporary issues involving psychology; improving infrastructure via an infusion of software, instrumentation, and training resources; developing neuro-imaging centers specifically for use by psychologists and not necessarily affiliated with medical settings; developing centers for the study of cognitive processes; initiating archival projects of psychological science (updating electronic databases, improving paper and electronic libraries); establishing a network for providing summer training institutes and other opportunities for continued development and updating of research skills; initiating a longitudinal study of human development; developing a project focused on the study of human diversity; creating centers for the study of violence and conflict; studying the effects of information technology; organizing a self-study of the discipline; and studying the challenge of change.

In many ways, the Summit was a concentrated wish list and road map for the future by all of those in attendance. The prominence of drug abuse issues, as denoted from the presence of Dr. Leshner as a keynote speaker and from the inclusion of drug abuse issues at the forefront of what is being considered for the next generation of the HCI bodes well for the interests of the Division 28 membership. This is especially good news in light of the fact that former HCI documents were often at the root of some legislative policy and funding actions that favored psychology. As such the development of this next HCI and these other innovative project ideas deserves the consideration and energy of the Division 28 membership. As opportunities present for Division 28 to participate in these activities, efforts will be made to keep you informed and gather your suggestions.
SAYBROOK RECEPTION

Welcome to San Francisco
Please come enjoy refreshment and a reception hosted by Saybrook Graduate School, and co-sponsored by Divisions 32, 10, 30, 48 and 22.

Featuring: Panel on division interests and educational opportunities in
Humanistic Psychology
Psychology and the Arts
Clinical Hypnosis
Peace Psychology
Rehabilitation Psychology

August 16, 6:30 PM
450 Pacific 3rd floor
(415) 433-9200 Ext. 117

Division 12 Sponsored Continuing Education Workshops

will be offered this year in San Francisco, CA, Parc Fifty-Five Hotel, August 12, Moscone Convention center, August 13, 1998, just prior to the APA Convention.

One Day Workshops, Wednesday, August 12, 1998, 7 CE Credits, $185
A. Neurodevelopmental Assessment of ADHD Across the Life-Span, Jan L. Culbertson, Ph.D.
B. Behavioral Treatment of Childhood Anxiety Disorders, Deborah C. Beidel, Ph.D.
C. Cognitive-Behavior Therapy for Depression, Jacqueline B. Persons, Ph.D.
D. Sport Psychology: Striving for Excellence, Bob Singer, Ph.D.
E. Innovations in Cognitive Therapy of Difficult Patients: A Schema-Focused Approach, Jeffrey Young, Ph.D.
F. Evaluations of Sexually Abused Children and Adolescents, William N. Friedrich, Ph.D., Dianna N. Eliott, Ph.D.
G. Treatment of Domestic Violence: Separating Myth From Reality, Neil S. Jacobson, Ph.D.
H. Dialectical Behavior Therapy for Borderline Personality Disorder, Marsha Linehan, Ph.D.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact the Division 12 Central Office, P.O. Box 1082, Niwot, CO 80544-1082. Tel (303)652-3126 Fax(303) 652-2723 email:lpete@indra.com

Division 28 extends its thanks to all those who served as reviewers for this year's APA convention programming: Robert Awalt, Christopher Duva, Karen Downey, Heather Kellert-Cecil, William Lapp, Anthony Liguori, Julie London, Carmen Masson, Elanor Midkiff, Jeffrey T. Parsons, Stevens D. Pinkerton, Laurie Roehrich, John M. Roll, Craig R. Rush, Jennifer Tidye, Janice Tsoh, Tamara L. Wall and Allyson Washburn.

Two recent APA Public Interest Directorate publications dealing violence and abuse are now available for purchase from the for purchase from the Order Department. Love Doesn't Have to Hurt Teens and Protecting Our Children from Abuse and Neglect are both being sold in multiples of 25. The cost for each is $10 for 25 copies.

Love Doesn't Have to Hurt Teens is a new brochure targeted to teenagers. It identifies the types of abuse many teenagers encounter in their love relationships and provides resources for victims, aggressors and friends.

Protecting Our Children from Abuse and Neglect is designed for the general public. It discusses the different types of abuse, warning signs, why adults harm children, and what can be done to prevent abuse and neglect.

To order, please call 1-800 374-2721, ext. 5510. Forms of payment include credit card(Visa, MasterCard or American Express), check or money order (payable to American Psychological Association), and send to American Psychological Association, Order Department, 750 First Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002-4242. To request one free copy of the brochures, please contact the Public Interest Directorate at (202) 336-6046.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF RESEARCH in behavioral pharmacology/psychopharmacology. Ph. D. in Experimental Psychology or Behavioral Neurosciences with publications and two years of postdoctoral training in behavioral pharmacology/psychopharmacology. This position will involve serving as manager for the Psychology Laboratory (Dr. Frank Holloway, Director) and participating in the Biological Psychology Ph.D. and postdoctoral training programs of the Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences. Dr. Holloway's research focuses on the stimulus functions of abused substance (drug discrimination, self-administration, conditioned place preference, conditioned taste aversion), the behavioral and historical factors involved in tolerance development, and biobehavioral correlates of alcohol withdrawal (telemetry recording temperature and activity). The successful candidate should have well documented research experience with these techniques, small animal surgery, strong computer skills, exceptional scholarship, good managerial skills, and grant-writing experience. The candidate's potential to generate independent funding would be an asset. Opportunity for additional collaborative and independent research is available. The successful candidate should also provide evidence of teaching and mentorship skills. We are seeking an individual who can teach graduate behavioral pharmacology and/or substance abuse lectures to graduate students, medical students, clinical psychology interns, and psychiatry residents. Expertise in behavioral neuroscience also would be an asset. Salary is negotiable. The appointment will be contingent on availability of funding. Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, statement of research and teaching experiences and interests, reprints/preprints of relevant publications, and three letters of recommendation to Frank Holloway, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, P.O. Box 2090, Oklahoma City, OK 73190. Dr. Holloway also can be contacted through the following: (405) 271-5121; Fax: (405) 271-8775; E-mail: frank-holloway@ouhsc.edu. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Behavioral Pharmacology Postdoctoral Positions
NIDA and NIAAA training grants. Ph. D. required. Start immediately. $19,608-32,200 depending on years of postdoctoral experience. Psychology Laboratory, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center. Research focuses on the stimulus functions of abused substances (drug discrimination, self-administration, conditioned place preference, conditioned taste aversion) and the behavioral and historical factors involved in tolerance development. Additional studies focus on cardiovascular and behavioral toxicity of abused compounds, including tobacco. Clinical research investigations are conducted in conjunction with the Oklahoma Center of Alcohol and Drug-Related Studies and a local methadone maintenance clinic. Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, statement of research and teaching experiences and interests, reprints/preprints of relevant publications, and three letters of recommendation to Frank A. Holloway, Ph.D., Department Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, P.O. Box 2090, Oklahoma City, OK 73190. Dr. Holloway also can be contacted through the following: (405) 271-5121; Fax: (405) 271-8775; E-mail: frank-holloway@ouhsc.edu. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry
9th Annual Meeting and Symposium
December 3-6, 1998
Amelia Island, Florida

For information:
Phone: (913) 262-6161
Fax: (913) 262-4311
Email: siddlep@aus.com
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